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Survey 
The questions start here 

Regulations 

The Scottish Government wants to make 

most of the rules about the new benefits 

in Regulations. This is instead of putting all 

the rules in the Bill. 

Regulations are a special type of law. The 

Scottish Parliament cannot change them. 

They can only say yes if they want them, 

or no if they don’t want them.  

1. Tell us what you think about this
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Principles 

Some principles are very important in the 

new law. Principles are ideas that must 

always be remembered. 

 The law must help Scottish people

 The law must make sure everyone has

enough money to live

 The law must respect everyone

 The Scottish Government must help

make sure people get the right benefits

 Scottish people can help write the law

 The Scottish Government must keep

trying to improve the way benefits work

 The way benefits work must not waste

money

2. Tell us what you think about these
principles

3. Tell us about other principles you would

like in the new law
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Social security charter 

There will be a charter. This will say how 

the Scottish Government will remember 

the principles. It will also say what must 

happen when people ask for benefits.  

The Scottish Government will write a 

report on the charter every year. 

4. Tell us what you think about this

5. Tell us what else you would like in the 

charter
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Rules   

The new law will have rules about  

 how people ask for benefits

 who gets benefits

 what people can do if they don’t

agree with how much money they get

 when money must be paid back

 breaking the law

m 

6. Tell us what you think about this
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Current benefits 

The Scottish Government will make 

decisions about some benefits that you 

might already get. The names of some of 

these benefits are: 

 disability living allowance

 personal independence payment

 attendance allowance

 severe disablement allowance

 carer’s allowance

 winter fuel payments

 industrial injuries disablement benefit

 cold weather payments

 funeral payments

 sure start maternity grants

7. Tell us about any of these benefits you

would like to change
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Short-term assistance 

Sometimes your benefits might change so 

that you get less money, or sometimes no 

money. If you think your benefits should 

not change, you can ask the Scottish 

Government to check your benefits. This 

takes some time. 

The new law will give you some extra 

money for a short time while you are 

waiting. This is called short-term 

assistance.  

8. Tell us what you think about this
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New benefits and top ups 

In the new law the Scottish Government 

can make new benefits. 

In the new law the Scottish Government 

can top up some benefits. This means 

they might add more money to some 

benefits.  

9. Tell us what you think about this
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Carer’s allowance 

In the new law a benefit called carer’s 

allowance will go up. It was £62.10 every 

week. It will be £73.10 every week. 

10. Tell us what you think about this
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Discretionary housing payments 

Sometimes you can get extra money for 

housing, called discretionary housing 

payments. This will not change in the new 

law. 

11. Do you think that discretionary

housing payments should stay the same?

 Yes 

 No 

12. Tell us what you think about this
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13. Tell us about any other ideas about the 

new law 

 

  


	housing payments should stay the same: Yes
	1: 
	 Tell us what you think: There will be regulations about the new benefits that will be separate from the bill. We have a concern that the regulations might not be followed since they are separate to the bill itself.  We would ask what process is in place to make sure that the regulations are followed. Sometimes it can be helpful if everything is included in the bill rather than made separate. 

	2: 
	 Tell us what you think: There will be principles written into the new law. As with the regulations how can we be sure that the principles will be followed? We have found with the Adults with Incapacity Act that the principles have been routinely ignored and the legislation is often used in a way that was not intended. We agree that the law should help people but how will you measure whether the bill is “helping” all Scottish people who require it?We agree that the law must make sure everyone has enough money to live on. But how will you measure that it has not made things worse for people? Respect is very important to people with a learning disability.This is something denied to us routinely in our lives. Respect is and has often been lacking in many parts of our lives. One way to demonstrate respect for people with a learning disability would be to make the whole system more accessible. Examples of this would be; providing support to complete forms and attend assessments and taking a flexible approach that meets the needs of the individual rather than the individual having to fit with limited and inflexible, established measures. There should always be options for a variety of face to face contacts rather than an online system only. The Scottish Government must support people with a learning disability to access the right benefits for them. Part of this means communicating information in an accessible way which may include support to access advice services. Without this we won’t know what is available or what we are entitled to. The social security agency has to take responsibility for when things go wrong and when principles are not followed. There also needs to be a clear process for when the principles are not followed and everyone who works for agency should be aware of this. The process should be clear and accessible for people who are accessing the system and not only when they want to raise an issue.In terms of co-production and consultation People First has been very willing and enthusiastic to contribute. However the chance to feed in as an organisation has been a bit vague and this needs to improve going forward. We remain interested and committed but are unclear on what options to contribute we have next.We agree that the system must not waste money but it should be recognised that there is a need to invest in support to access the system. Although advocacy support may cost money it is essential to the system in order to make it work fairly. We believe that in the long run such investment will save money by improving people’s experience. 

	3: 
	 Tell us about other principles you would like: See answer above but the provision of advice and advocacy services should be included in the principles.

	4: 
	 Tell us what you think: There will be a Charter that says what must happen when people ask for benefits. Sometimes this can be helpful but there are a lot of different parts to this bill including rules, regulations, principles and the charter. We would worry that with so many different parts to the bill, some things may get lost or ignored. It is really important that people with a learning disability are consulted on what is included in the charter and that time is taken to do this specific consultation properly. 

	5: 
	 Tell us what else you would like in the charter: It would useful if the charter says:•How people will act•What people will do•What the processes areThe annual report on the charter has to describe how findings will be addressed and how improvements will be made. 

	6: 
	 Tell us what you think: The rules in the new bill seem to mainly be about people using the system and not about the agency itself. There should be more of a focus on what happens when the agency does not follow the rules.Each side should be know clearly what the rules are for them and for the other side.The support of advocacy and advice services will be essential to include in the rules.

	7: 
	 Tell us about any of these benefits you would like to change: The list of current benefits is long and some of them could be combined as this would be easier to understand. An example of this is the Cold Weather Payments and winter fuel allowance. We also think Attendance Allowance and Carers Allowance could be combined into one benefit. It is helpful when things are clear and straightforward for everyone involved.

	8: 
	 Tell us what you think: It is good that there will be short term assistance available to people that need it. However, we hope that the new system will work well and that people will receive the money they need without it changing all the time because of constant re-assessments. If that is true then there might be less need of such assistance.If short term assistance is provided then there should be a flexible and realistic timescale for paying it back.

	9: 
	 Tell us what you think: Again we would hope that the new system works well and provides people with the money they need to live a life not just to exist. Benefits should be adjusted to make sure they are in line with the cost of living. This might avoid some need for top-ups but over-all the flexibility that is suggested by top ups being available sounds positive.New benefits that meet a gap would be welcome. If new benefits are very similar to ones that already exist it may just be confusing.

	10: 
	 Tell us what you think: We believe that any benefit that is about a person should be paid to them first even if it is then passed on to someone else.  At times benefits have been something that have been used to control people with Learning Disabilities and the new system must avoid creating financial pressures which can to force people to remain living in certain situations.

	12: 
	 Tell us what you think: Many of our members have benefited from discretionary housing payments.Frequently people with learning disabilities have little or no choice in where they live or who they live with.Many people with learning disabilities were negatively affected by the tax relating to second bedrooms. No everyone was aware of or alerted to supports which could help.There is probably room to improve how this is done but there should not be change that means people are once more forced to move or charged a tax like this.

	13: 
	 Tell us about any other ideas about the new law: In general there should be a flexible approach taken by the new agency and a recognition that an online system does not work for everyone. There should be disability awareness training for everyone who works within the new social security agency.  Understanding barriers to communication and asking people what exactly works to support their understanding is really important.Policies of austerity and the practice of sanctioning people does not comply with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD). The new Scottish social security agency must ensure that it takes a human rights based approach that allows people with a learning disability to live an independent life and is in line with the UNCRPD.



